



 








  


It is a healthy sign that you have responded. As a claimant of Mamuriyyat you

will really have to put yourself forward and not shy away from an open debate

with Hazrat Sultani Sb. 
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and not shy away from an open debate with 
 Hazrat Sultani Sb. 





 Virtue is God 
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 concept 


"But as, for Socrates, the sole condition of Virtue is knowledge, and as knowledge is just 

what can be imparted by teaching, it followed that virtue must be teachable.The only 

difficulty is to find the teacher, to find someone who knows the concept of virtue. What 

the concept of virtue is that is, thought Socrates, the precious piece of knowledge, which 

no philosopher has ever discovered and which, if it were only discovered, could at once 

be imparted by teaching, where upon men would at once become virtuous."(A critical 

History of Greek Philosophy" by W.T. Stace P,149 )
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"Nasir Ahmad Sultani few months ago gave MUBAILIAH (prayer duel)challenge 

to Abdul Ghaffar Jumba of Germany. This challenge was on STATUS OF 





HMGA. Jumba did NOT accept the challenge. As he knows that HMGA status

was NOT what followers of Mirza Mahmud Ahmad believe i.e. "Prophet". Nasir

Sultani gave this challenge, as he knows very well that HMGA NEVER held

belief that he was Prophet. This truth made Sultani bold, and he challenged

Jumba to Mubailiah. Jumba did not accept it. But this challenge got Sultani

another follower i.e. Dr.Abdul Ghani.The one of the "TWO ANGELS" of Sultani. 

Now i ask Nasir Sultani to challenge another claimant of 15th Islamic Century

"Mujadid" from Bangladesh. This new Bengali Mujadid name is 'Syed Muham-

 mad Dillur Rehman'." https://reformer1500.wordpress.com/mujaddid/  RJ .
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   common sense 


  
 





It would be nice if you could agree to a debate, as opposed to an ongoing 

monologue. I do feel sorry for your follower who tried to debate with Sultani Sb,

as he had no clue where the blows were coming from. 
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